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In what follows we shall describe some asymptotic formulas for the commutators
defined by the values of the analytic functional calculus of some commuting n-tuple
of bounded operators in a complex Banach space.  1998 Academic Press
Let B(X) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a complex
Banach space X. For Q and A in B(X) we denote (ad Q) A=[Q, A]=
QA&AQ. Related to the invariant subspace problem for certain Lie
algebras of operators, in [8, 9] occurred the problem of describing properties
of the operator ad f (Q) (where f # O(_(Q)) i.e. f is analytic on a
neighborhood of _(Q); f (Q) denotes the corresponding value of the
analytic functional calculus) in terms of the corresponding properties of
ad Q. The complexity of this problem is suggested by the following Taylor
type formula announced in [9]:
(ad f (Q)) T= :

n=1
(&1)n+1
n !
f (n)(Q)[(ad Q)n T] (V)
which holds if f # O(B(_(Q), \)) where \ is a certain positive number
depending on Q and T (see Theorem 1 below) and f (n) is the n th derivative
of f.
Connected to the study of the perturbation topology defined by the
spectral semi-distance p in B(X), in [1, 2] are proved other Taylor type
formulas
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f (Q)= :

n=0
1
n !
(Q&Q$)[n] f (n)(Q$)
= :

n=0
(&1)n
n !
f (n)(Q$)(Q$&Q)[n], (VV)
where (Q&Q$)[n]=nk=0 (&1)
n&k ( nk) Q
kQ$n&k, f # O(B(_(Q$), p(Q, Q$))
and p(Q, Q$)=max(limsupn&(Q&Q$)[n]&1n, limsupn  &(Q$&Q)[n]&1n)
(cf. also [12, p. 229]).
In this paper we shall first prove formulas which unify (V) and (VV). Then
we shall apply them to obtain some facts concerning the quasinilpotent
equivalence and the spectral semi-distance of operators. We finish with a
result about topologically irreducible quasisolvable Lie algebras of
operators (see [7]).
It is worth mentioning that a kind of ‘‘Taylor type formula with a
remainder’’ appears in [6, Lemma 3.2]. However, as Example 8 below
shows, in general such a formula may not converge. Concerning this
example we remark also that it provides a justification for the expression
‘‘Taylor type formula’’ used here.
Whenever it is not otherwise stated we shall suppose that: X, Y are two
Banach spaces; Q=(Q1 , ..., Qn) (resp. Q$=(Q$1 , ..., Q$n)) is a commuting
n-tuple from B(X) (resp. B(Y)); T # B(X, Y). We shall use the well-
known notations related to the commutator system C(Q, Q$) of two com-
muting n-tuples Q and Q$ (see [5, Section 4]). By either _(Q) or _(Q, X)
we denote the Taylor spectrum of Q. If A/C and r # (0, ) then
B(A, r) :=[z # C | dist(z, A)<r]. For f # O(U)(U/Cn, U open) and
:=(:1 , ..., :n) # Nn we use the well-known notations
:f =
|:|f
z:11 } } } z
:n
n
,
|:|=:1+ } } } +:n
and
: !=:1 ! } } } :n !.
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 1. Let \ # [0, ) be such that
lim sup
|:|  
&C :(Q, Q$) T&1|:| \.
We denote
K$ :=B(_(Q$1), \)_ } } } _B(_(Q$n), \)
K :=B(_(Q1), \)_ } } } _B(_(Qn), \).
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1$. If _(Q)/K$ then for any f in O(K$) we have
C( f (Q), f (Q$)) T= :
: # Nn"[0]
1
: !
[C :(Q, Q$) T](:f )(Q$). (1$)
1. If _(Q$)/K then for any f in O(K) we have
C( f (Q), f (Q$)) T= :
: # Nn"[0]
(&1) |:|+1
: !
(:f )(Q)[C :(Q, Q$) T]. (1)
Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem we wish to note one of its
consequences.
Corollary 2. With the notations of Theorem 1 let us assume that
X=Y and Q=Q$. Moreover for any : # Nn we denote (ad Q): :=
C:(Q, Q$). Then for any f in O(K) the following Taylor type formulas hold.
(ad f (Q)) T= :
: # Nn"[0]
1
: !
[(ad Q): T](:f )(Q) (2$)
(ad f (Q)) T= :
: # Nn"[0]
(&1) |:|+1
: !
(:f )(Q)[(ad Q): T]. (2)
The proof of Theorem 1 requires the following lemmas.
Lemma 3. For 1 jn let us consider a bounded open subset Dj of C
such that its boundary #j consists of a finite number of piecewise smooth
Jordan curves and _(Qj)/Dj . If we denote D :=D1_ } } } _Dn(/Cn) then
for any f # O(D ) and :=(:1 , ..., :n) # Nn we have
(:f )(Q)=
:!
(2?i)n |#1 } } } |#n f (*1 , ..., *n)
_R(*1 , Q1):1+1 } } } R(*n , Qn):n+1 d*n } } } d*1
where R(*j , Qj)=(*j&Qj)&1 (1 jn).
The proof is well known, it is an easy consequence of the same result for
an operator (see for instance [8, Lemma, p. 100]).
We shall also need the following straightforward generalization of [4,
Chapter VII, Section 6, Lemma 11]. The proof is an easy exercise.
Lemma 4. Let us suppose that S0 # B(X), = # (0, ) and K is a compact
subset of C"B(_(S0), =). Then one can find positive numbers $ and M which
depend only on S0 , = and K such that for any S # B(X) with &S&S0&<$
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we have _(S)/C"K and for any m # N and ! # K the inequality
&R(!, S)m&M=&m holds.
The following auxiliary result is basic for the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 5. For 1 jn we assume that *j # C"(_(Qj)  _(Qj$)) and use
the notations
Rj :=R(*j , Qj) and Rj$ :=R(*j , Qj$).
Moreover we denote * :=(*1 , ..., *n), R :=(R1 , ..., Rn) and R$ :=(R$1 , ..., R$n).
Then for any positive integer p we have
C \ ‘
n
j=1
Rj , ‘
n
j=1
Rj$+ T= :
1|:|p
[C:(Q, Q$) T] R$: \ ‘
n
j=1
Rj$++\$p(*) (3$)
C \ ‘
n
j=1
Rj , ‘
n
j=1
Rj$+ T= :
1|:|p
(&1) |:|+1 R: \ ‘
n
j=1
Rj+
_[C:(Q, Q$) T]+(&1) p \p(*), (3)
where
\$p := :
1i0 } } } ipn
\ ‘
i0
k=1
Rk+ [C(Qi0 , Q$i0) } } } C(Qip , Q$ip) T]
_\‘
p
l=1
R$il+\ ‘
n
j=i0
Rj$+ (4$)
and
\p(*) := :
1i1 } } } ipi
0n \‘
p
l=1
Ril+\‘
i0
j=1
Rj+
_[C(Qi1 , Q$i1) } } } C(Qip , Q$ip) C(Qi 0 , Q$i0) T] \ ‘
n
k=i0
R$k+ . (4)
Proof. We shall prove only (3$) because (3) can be proved similarly. To
this end we shall use the induction on p and the following formulas
C(Rj , Rj$) T=Rj[C(Qj , Qj$) T] Rj$ (5)
C(AB, A$B$) D=A[C(B, B$) D]+[C(A, A$) D] B$ (6)
where A, B # B(X); A$, B$ # B(Y); D # B(X, Y). First we check the validity
of (3$) for p=1. Using (5) and (6) we can write:
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C \‘
n
j=1
Rj , ‘
n
j=1
Rj$+ T =(6) :
n
j=1 \‘i< j Ri+ [C(Rj , Rj$) T] \‘i> j Ri$ +
=
(5) :
n
j=1 \‘i j Ri+ [C(Qj , Qj$) T] \‘i j Ri$+
= :
n
j=1
[C(Qj , Qj$) T] \‘i j Ri$ +\‘i j Ri$+
+ :
n
j=1 {C \‘i j Ri , ‘i j Ri$+ C(Qj , Qj$) T=\ ‘q j R$q+
=
(6) :
n
j=1
[C(Qj , Qj$) T] Rj$ \‘
n
i=1
Ri$+
+ :
1i jn \‘k<i Rk+ [C(Ri , Ri$) C(Qj , Qj$) T]
_\ ‘i<k j R$k+\ ‘q j R$q+
=
(5) :
n
j=1
[C(Qj , Qj$) T] Rj$ \‘
n
i=1
Ri$+
+ :
1i jn \‘ki Rk+ [C(Qi , Qi$) C(Qj , Qj$) T]
_Rj$ \‘
n
q=i
R$q + .
Hence (3$) holds for p=1. For an arbitrary p we have
\$p(*) =
(4$) :
1i1 } } } ip+1n
\ ‘
i1
k=1
Rk+ [C(Qi1 , Q$i1) } } } C(Qip+1 , Q$ip+1) T]
_\ ‘
p+1
l=2
R$il+\ ‘
n
j=i1
Rj$+
= :
1i1 } } } ip+1n
[C(Qi1 , Q$i1) } } } C(Qip+1 , Q$ip+1) T]
_\ ‘
i1
k=1
R$k +\ ‘
p+1
l=2
R$il+\ ‘
n
j=i1
Rj$+
+ :
1i1 } } } ip+1n
{C \ ‘
i1
k=1
Rk , ‘
i1
k=1
R$k+
_C(Qi1 , Q$i1) } } } C(Qip+1 , Q$ip+1) T=
_\ ‘
p+1
l=2
R$il+\ ‘
n
j=i1
Rj$+ .
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Now an alternative use of (6) and (5) (as in the case p=1) shows that
the last sum equals \$p+1(*). Hence the above formula can be written
\$p(*)= :
1i1 } } } ip+1n
[C(Qi1 , Q$i1) } } } C(Qip+1 , Q$ip+1) T]
_\ ‘
p+1
l=1
R$il+\‘
n
j=1
Rj$ ++\$p+1(*).
This is equivalent to
\$p(*)= :
|:| = p+1
[C:(Q, Q$) T] R$: \‘
n
j=1
Rj$++\$p+1(*).
The last formula obviously justifies the induction step. Hence (3$) is
proved. K
Proof of Theorem 1. We are going to prove only the part 1$ since the
part 1 can be proved similarly. We choose two positive numbers ’ and $
such that \<’<$. Moreover, for 1 jn, we choose a bounded open
subset Dj of C such that its boundary #j consists of a finite number of
piecewise smooth Jordan curves and the following conditions are fulfilled.
(i) B(_(Qj$), $)/Dj ;
(ii) f # O(D1_ } } } _Dn ).
Since _(Q)/K$, by projection property of the Taylor spectrum and
condition (i) above we deduce that _(Qj)/B(_(Qj$), \)/Dj .
In view of the condition (i) above, Lemma 4 implies the existence of a
constant M such that
&R(*1 , Q$1):1 } } } R(*n , Q$n):n&M$&|:| (7)
for any :=(:1 , ..., :n) # Nn and *j # #j (1 jn). On the other hand, since
\<’ it follows the existence of a positive integer p0 such that
&C:(Q, Q$) T&<’ |:| (8)
for any : # Nn with |:|p0 .
Moreover we have _(Q$)/_(Q$1)_ } } } __(Q$n)/D1_ } } } _Dn and f #
O(D1_ } } } _Dn ) hence, by integration, from Lemmas 3 and 5 we easily
obtain (for any positive integer p)
C( f (Q), f (Q$)) T= :
1|:|p
[C:(Q, Q$) T]
1
: !
(:f )(Q)+Rp (9)
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where
Rp :=
1
(2?i)n |#1 } } } |#n f (*1 , ..., *n) { :1i0 } } } ipn \ ‘
i0
k=1
R(*k , Qk)+
[C(Qi0 , Q$i0) } } } C(Qip , Q$ip) T] \‘
p
l=1
R(*l , Q$il)+
\ ‘
n
j=i0
R(*j , Qj$)+= d*n } } } d*1 . (10)
If Un( p) denotes the number of the terms from the sum which appears in
(10) then, by (7), (8) and (10) we deduce that
&Rp&C } Un( p) } \’$+
p
for any positive integer p. (Here C is a positive constant independent of p.)
On the other hand it is well-known (e.g. [11, Chapter 2, Proposition 4])
that
Un( p)=
n(n+1) } } } (n+ p)
( p+1)!
.
We deduce that
Un( p)=
(n+ p)!
( p+1)! (n&1)!
=
( p+n) } } } ( p+2)
(n&1)!
,
hence Un( } ) is a polynomial (with the degree n&1). Since ’<$, the above
estimation of &Rp& shows that limp   Rp=0. So (1$) follows from (9) for
p  . K
Corollary 6. Let us assume that X=Y and Q=Q$. If we have
(i) lim|:|   &(ad Q): T&1|:|=0
and
(ii) either Q is a decomposable n-tuple (see [5, Definition 3.2]) or
n=1
then the formulas (2$) and (2) hold for any f # O(_(Q)).
Proof. If n=1 then one simply applies Corollary 2. Next let us suppose
that Q is a decomposable n-tuple. We shall prove only (2$) since (2) can
be proved similarly. Let us choose an open neighborhood V of _(Q) such
that f # O(V ). Then we consider a finite set [Gk]1kN consisting of open
polydiscs with the properties
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( j) G k /V whenever 1kN;
( jj) _(Q)/Nk=1 Gk .
Since Q is a decomposable n-tuple, by property (jj) above we deduce
that
XQ(G1 )+ } } } +XQ(GN )=X. (11)
where XQ( } ) denotes the spectral capacity of Q (see [5]).
On the other hand let us remark that the hypothesis (i), together with
[5, Corollary 4.5] allow us to infer that XQ(G k) is an invariant subspace
for T(1kN). Then let us fix an arbitrary k # [1, ..., N]. We denote by
S and L=(L1 , ..., Ln) the restriction to XQ(G k) of the operator T respec-
tively the n-tuple Q=(Q1 , ..., Qn). Then lim|:|   &(ad L): S&1|:|=0 and
_(L, XQ(G k))/G k . But G k is a polydisk, hence by projection property of
the Taylor spectrum we have even _(L1)_ } } } __(Ln)/G k /V. So
f # O(_(L1)_ } } } __(Ln)).
Then we can apply Corollary 2 to deduce that
(ad f (L)) S= :
: # Nn"[0]
1
: !
[(ad L): S](:f )(L). (12)
But [10, Proposition 4.5] shows that for any g # O(_(Q)) we have
g(L)= g(Q)|XQ(G k) .
Hence (12) expresses exactly the fact that (2$) holds when its terms are
restricted to XQ(G k). Now, in view of (11) we deduce that (2$) holds on the
whole X. K
Remark 7. The proof of Corollary 6 above is similar to that of [12,
Chapter IV, Proposition 1.24].
Next we are going to show that the hypothesis (i) is essential in
Corollary 6.
Example 8. Let us assume that b # C; # # C*, X=C2, Q=( b+#0
0
b),
T=( 00
1
0) (we consider that Q, T # B(X)). Then (ad Q) T=#T and one
easily checks that the series from (2$) has the general term
1
m !
[(ad Q)m T] f (m)(Q)=
f (m)(b)
m !
#mT (m # N)
if f # O(_(Q)) (=O([b, b+#])). Hence we have successively: the series
from (2$) is convergent  m=1 f
(m)(b)m ! #m is convergent O f has an
analytic extension to B(b, |#| ).
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So the series from (2$) is divergent, if f is a holomorphic function defined
in a neighborhood of the set [b, b+#] such that f cannot be analytically
extended to B(b, |#| ). Consequently (2$) does not hold for such an f. On the
other hand Q is even a decomposable operator (if b and # are real numbers
then it is even self-adjoint on a bi-dimensional Hilbert space) but
lim sup
m  
&(ad Q)m T&1m=|#|>0
hence the hypothesis (i) of Corollary 6 is not satisfied.
Let us remark that one can obtain a multi-dimensional variant of the
above example as follows. Let us consider b=(b1 , ..., bn) # Cn and
#=(#1 , ..., #n) # Cn"[0]. We also denote X=C2 and T=( 00
1
0). Moreover
for 1 jn we denote Qj=( bj+#j0
0
bj
) and then Q=(Q1 , ..., Qn). We have
_(Q)=[b, b+#] and for f # O([b, b+#]) the series from (2$) has the
general term
1
:!
[(ad Q): T](:f )(Q)=
1
: !
(:f )(b) #:T (: # Nn).
Finally, one easily checks that
lim sup
|:|  
&(ad Q): T&1|:| = max
1 jn
|#j |
K=(B(b1 , \)_ } } } _B(bn , \))
_ (B(b1+#1 , \)_ } } } _B(bn+#n , \))
(see the notations from Theorem 1).
In what follows we are going to show some applications of Theorem 1.
To this end we need its following consequence.
Lemma 9. We use the notations of Theorem 1 and denote by m a positive
integer.
1$. If _(Q)/K$ then for any f1 , ..., fm # O(K$) we have
C( f1(Q), f1(Q$)) } } } C( fm(Q), fm(Q$)) T
= :
:1, ..., :m # Nn"[0]
1
:1 ! } } } :m !
[C:1+ } } } +:m(Q, Q$) T]
_(:
1f1)(Q$) } } } (:
mfm)(Q$).
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1. If _(Q$)/K then for any f1 , ..., fm # O(K) we have
C( f1(Q), f1(Q$)) } } } C( fm(Q), fm(Q$)) T
= :
:1, ..., :m # Nn"[0]
(&1) |:
1|+ } } } +|:m|+m
:1 ! } } } :m !
(:
1f1)(Q) } } } (:
mfm)(Q)
_[C:1+ } } } +:m(Q, Q$) T].
Proof. The formulas which are to be proved obviously follow from (1$)
and (1) by iteration. To justify this iteration we have only to check that
(1$) and (1) hold whenever T is replaced by an arbitrary term of the series
from Lemma 9. To this end let us choose ; # Nn, g # O(_(Q)) and
h # O(_(Q$)). By Theorem 1, formulas (1$) and (1) hold if T is replaced by
g(Q)[C;(Q, Q$) T] h(Q$) since
lim sup
|:|  
&C:(Q, Q$)(g(Q)[C;(Q, Q$) T] h(Q$))&1|:|
=lim sup
|:|  
&g(Q)[C :+;(Q, Q$) T] h(Q$)&1|:|
lim sup
|:|  
&C :+;(Q, Q$) T&(1|:|+|;| ) } ( |:|+|;||:| )\. K
Proposition 10. We assume that
lim
|:|  
&C:(Q, Q$) T&1|:|=0. (13)
and that either _(Q)/_(Q$) or _(Q$)/_(Q). We denote in the first case
E :=_(Q$1)_ } } } __(Q$n) and in the second case E :=_(Q1)_ } } } __(Qn). If
m is a positive integer and f =( f1 , ..., fm) # O(E)m then
lim
|;|  
&C;( f (Q), f (Q$))T&1|;|=0. (14)
Proof. We shall assume that _(Q)/_(Q$). (The other case can be
treated similarly.) By projection property of the Taylor spectrum it then
follows that _(Qj)/_(Q$j) (1 jn) so
_(Q)/_(Q1)_ } } } __(Qn)/E.
Hence the situation 1$ of Lemma 9 occurs with K$=E and \=0. Let
us choose a positive number $ such that f # O(B(_(Q$1), $)_ } } } _
B(_(Q$n), $))m. Then it easily follows form Lemmas 3 and 4 that there exists
a positive constant M such that if # # Nn and 1in then
&(#fi)(Q$)&M# ! $&|#|. (15)
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On the other hand, let us choose ’ # (0, $) arbitrary. From (13) we
deduce that one can find a positive integer N=N(’) such that if # # Nn and
|#|N then
&C#(Q, Q$) T&<’ |#|. (16)
Now, if ;=(;1 , ..., ;m) # Nm, I(;) :=[(i, j) | 1im such that ;i {0;
1 j;i] and F; denotes the set of all functions u: I(;)  Nn"[0] then
Lemma 9 shows that
C;( f(Q), f (Q$)) T= :
u # F;
1
> (i, j) # I(;) u(i, j)!
[C (i, j) # I(;) u(i, j)(Q, Q$) T]
_ ‘
(i, j) # I(;)
(u(i, j)fi)(Q$). (17)
We remark that in (17) we have |u(i, j)|1 for u # F; and (i, j) # I(;),
and that I(;) has exactly |;| elements. Hence for |;|N, in view of (15),
(16) and (17) we deduce
&C;( f (Q), f (Q$)) T&
 :
u # F;
1
> (i, j) # I(;) u(i, j)!
} ’(i, j) # I(;) |u(i, j)| ‘
(i, j) # I(;)
(M } u(i, j)! } $&|u(i, j)| )
=M |;| :
u # F;
\’$+
% # I(;) |u(%)|
=M |;| \ :: # Nn"[0] \
’
$+
|:|
+
|;|
=M |;| \\ 11&’$+
n
&1+
|;|
.
Consequently for any ’ # (0, $) we found a positive integer N=N(’)
such that if ; # Nm and |;|N then
&C;( f (Q), f (Q$)) T&1|;|M \\ 11&’$+
n
&1+ . (18)
This fact obviously implies the relation (14). K
Remark 11. If Q and Q$ are decomposable n-tuples then Proposition 10
above follows also from [5, Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 4.3] (or, if n=1,
from [3, Theorem 1.1.6 and Theorem 2.3.3]).
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Corollary 12. Let us assume that T1 , T2 # B(X) and that T1 is
quasinilpotent equivalent to T2 ([3, Definition 1.2.1]). If G is an open subset
of C such that G#_(T1) (=_(T2) by [3, Theorem 1.2.2]) and f # O(G) then
f (T1) is quasinilpotent equivalent to f (T2).
Proof. One applies Proposition 10 for X=Y, Q replaced by T1 (resp.
T2), Q$ replaced by T2 (resp. T1) and T replaced by 1. K
Corollary 13. Let us assume that Q # B(X), f # O(_(Q)) and the
operators ad Q, ad f (Q): B(X)  B(X) have the single valued extension
property. If T # B(X) and _ad Q(T )=[0] then _ad f (Q)(T )=[0].
Proof. In view of the single valued extension property of ad Q and
ad f (Q) we have to prove that if limm   &(ad Q)m T&1m=0 then
limm   &(ad f (Q))m T&1m=0.
But this fact follows from Proposition 10. K
Proposition 14. Let us consider f # O(C) an integer function. Then the
map Q [ f (Q), Q # B(X), is continuous in the metric topology on B(X)
given by the metric
d(Q1 , Q2)=&Q1&Q2 &+ p(Q1 , Q2) (Q1 , Q2 # B(X))
where p denotes the spectral semi-distance.
Proof. Let us fix Q # B(X). From Lemmas 3 and 4 we easily deduce the
existence of some positive constants $ and M such that for any Q$ # B(X)
with &Q&Q$&<$ and any m # N we have
& f (m)(Q$)&M } m ! $&m. (19)
Let us choose ’ # (0, $) and Q$ # B(X) with d(Q, Q$)<’. Then
p(Q, Q$)<’ hence one can find a positive integer N=N(’) such that for
mN we have
&Cm(Q, Q$) 1&<’m and &Cm(Q$, Q) 1&<’m. (20)
Now, with (19) and (20) at hand, as in the proof of Proposition 10 (see
the inequality (18)) we deduce that
p( f (Q), f (Q$))<M \ 11&’$&1+=M }
’$
1&’$
. (21)
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Hence, since ’ can be chosen arbitrarily small, from (21) and [4,
Chapter VII, Section 6, Lemma 5] we get the continuity in Q of the map
Q$ [ f (Q$). K
Remark 15. Results similar to Corollary 12 and Proposition 14 above
were obtained in the paper of St. Frunza, Jordan operators on Hilbert
space, J. Operator Theory 18 (1987), 201212 (Proposition 4 at page 207).
The method used in the proof of Proposition 14 can be generalized so as
to yield similar results for analytic functions that are not defined on the
entire C but on open subsets of it.
We shall finally prove some easy consequences of Theorem 1 concerning
invariant subspaces.
Corollary 16. If Q # B(X) and K is a spectral set of Q then XQ(K) is
an invariant subspace for the (associative) operator algebra
AQ :=[S # B(X) | lim
m  
&(ad Q)m S&1m=0].
Proof. Let us choose f # O(_(Q)) such that f =1 on a neighborhood
of K and f =0 on a neighborhood of _(Q)"K. By Corollary 6 we get
[ f (Q), S]=0, hence f (Q) X=XQ(K) is an invariant subspace, for any
S # AQ . K
Remark 17. Corollary 16 can also be proved using the method of proof
of [12, Chapter IV, Proposition 6.3].
Corollary 18. Let L be a quasisolvable Lie subalgebra of B(X) (see
[7]). If L is topologically irreducible then the spectrum of any operator of
L is connected.
Proof. By [7, Theorem 3$] it follows that L is actually a quasinilpotent
Lie algebra. Let us suppose that there exists an operator Q # L whose
spectrum is not connected. Then there exists a spectral set K of Q such that
,{K{_(Q), so XQ(K) is a nontrivial invariant subspace for AQ , by
Corollary 16. But L/AQ because L is a quasinilpotent Lie algebra.
Hence L has a nontrivial invariant subspace, which is a contradiction. K
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